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Abstract: The widely-distributed altitude effect of stable isotopes in meteoric water, i.e., the negative correlation between stable hydrogen (or oxygen) isotope compositions and altitude, is the theoretical basis of isotope paleoaltimetry in climate proxies. However, as many recent local observations have indicated, the inverse altitude effect (IAE) in meteoric water does exist, and the regime controlling IAE is still unclear on a global scale. Based on a remote sensing product of the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI), we examined the global frequency of IAE in water vapor isotopes, and the possible influences on isotopes in precipitation and climate proxies. According to the satellite-based \( \delta D \) values in water vapor at 2950 m and 4220 m above sea level, frequent IAEs are observed on a daily scale in North Africa, West and Central Asia, and North America, and IAEs are more likely to occur during the daytime than during the nighttime. We also converted water vapor \( \delta D \) to precipitation \( \delta D \) via equilibrium fractionation and then analyzed the potential presence of IAE in precipitation, which is more associated with climate proxies, and found that the spatial and temporal patterns of water vapor can be transferred to the precipitation. In addition, different thresholds of \( \delta D \) difference were also tested to understand the impact of random errors. The potential uncertainty of the changing isotope and altitude gradient should be considered in paleo-altitude reconstructions.
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1. Introduction

The reconstructed altitude of the world’s highlands has the potential to improve our understanding of plate dynamics [1,2], core–mantle interactions [3,4], the Earth’s geophysical structure [5] and climate dynamics [6]. However, it is always challenging to directly measure the altitude of the Earth’s surface in the past or accurately estimate it using proxies [7–9]. The negative correlation between stable water isotopes (\( \delta ^{18} \text{O} \) or \( \delta D \)) in meteoric water and the altitudes at which precipitation occurs, also known as the altitude effect (AE) of water isotopes, provides a quantitative tool in paleo-altitude reconstructions using climate proxies [10–12]. The altitude effect is associated with the orographic uplifting and condensation of air masses, as well as the rainout of heavy isotopes as precipitation continues.

Although many observations have confirmed the phenomenon of the altitude effect [13], counterexamples do exist and are sometimes termed the inverse altitude effect (IAE) [14,15]. There is currently a great deal of controversy regarding the spatial and temporal distribution of the IAE and the mechanism by which it occurs. The processes that
weaken the altitude-oxygen isotope relationship have been well described [16–20]. Usually, IAE is considered to be caused by some local atmospheric processes [14,21]. Jing et al. [15] analyzed the mean difference in water vapor isotopes at various atmospheric layers, and highlighted the transport of isotopically enriched water vapor for the regions with the IAE. The synoptic processes related to precipitation usually continue for only a few days, and the seasonal or annual mean may ignore the potential existence of IAE on a finer temporal scale. The global spatial and temporal variability in the IAE on a daily or diurnal basis is still unclear.

Because of the sample availability of meteoric water (i.e., precipitation) along an altitude gradient, especially at high altitudes, the understanding of factors controlling the IAE is usually constrained by in situ observations. Water vapor, as a prerequisite substance for precipitation, contains continuous atmospheric information on spatial and temporal dimensions, which is usually better at describing the atmospheric factor of the IAE than precipitation [22–24]. More importantly, the atmospheric water vapor can be globally examined using remote sensing methods, and large-scale patterns of water vapor isotopes can be acquired on a fine time-frequency. In contrast, the global distribution of precipitation isotopes is not available from the satellite measurements. Regarding the application of remote sensing technology, the water vapor isotope observation provides an opportunity to quantify the presence of the IAE on larger spatial scales. Compared to previous sensors of water vapor isotopes, especially the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) [25–28], the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) provides more recent observations [29–31]. In particular, the twice-a-day sampling rate is important to capture the diurnal variability of variations in $\delta D$ in free air [32–34].

In this paper, we examine the daily and diurnal frequency of the IAE in the atmospheric water vapor at different altitudes (2950 m and 4220 m) from 60°S to 60°N using IASI. We aim to reveal the spatial distribution and seasonal variations in the IAE of water vapor isotopes on the daily and diurnal scales, and discuss the potential impact of IAEs on stable isotope paleoaltimetry from the perspective of water vapor to precipitation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

We used the water vapor $\delta D$ value on a diurnal basis (twice a day, i.e., daytime and nighttime) from a regular $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ re-gridded MUSICA IASI water isotopologue pair dataset (a posteriori processing version 2) [34–36] in order to acquire the atmospheric vertical profiles (2950 m and 4220 m) from 60°S to 60°N during 2015–2020. The $\delta D$ error and air temperature data were also provided in the database. Daily averages were obtained by averaging individual observations for daytime and nighttime, and monthly averages were obtained from the daily averages.

The IASI comprises a Fourier-transform spectrometer attached to the MetOp platform [37], which has high-quality spectra with a resolution of 0.5 cm$^{-1}$ and relatively low radiometric noise [25,38,39]. As a successor to the widely used TES, which is employed for water vapor isotope measurements, IASI with frequent sampling (twice a day globally) has been used in many isotopic applications [26–29,32–34,40].

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Determination of IAE Frequency

The IAE phenomenon can be determined by the difference in $\delta D$ in the water vapor between the two atmospheric levels, the upper (4220 m) minus the lower (2950 m). Theoretically, at a grid point in which the difference is positive, it means that $\delta D$ in the water vapor increases with altitude, that is, the IAE occurs. To remove the random errors in the measurements, here a threshold of $\delta D$ difference is needed to identify the IAE, and the difference within the threshold can be ignored. We calculated the mean errors of $\delta D$ for the 2950 m (10.15‰) and 4220 m (11.57‰) levels used in this study, and then used 20‰ as the threshold of $\delta D$ difference, which is generally consistent with the sum of the mean errors.
for the two levels. The proportion of the IAE on valid days without missing days, i.e., the IAE frequency, is used to reflect the spatial and temporal distribution of the IAE in water vapor. To understand the influence of the threshold we used, we also tested another two thresholds of 0‰ (the random error was not considered) and 10‰ (generally consistent with the δD error for one layer).

2.2.2. Simulated Precipitation Isotopes

When the isotopes of cloud–base precipitation follow the equilibrium fractionation with the ambient water vapor, the isotope fractionation can be expressed as follows:

\[ R_{zp-eq} = R_{zv} \alpha, \]  

(1)

or

\[ \frac{\delta_{zp-eq}}{1000} + 1 = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( \frac{\delta_{zv}}{1000} + 1 \right), \]  

(2)

where \( \delta_{zp-eq} \) (and \( R_{zp-eq} \)) are the precipitation isotope values in a delta notation (and isotope ratio) of the cloud base, \( \delta_{zv} \) (and \( R_{zv} \)) are the corresponding water vapor isotope values in a delta notation (and isotope ratio), and \( \alpha \) is the equilibrium fractionation factor that depends on temperature [41]:

\[ 10^3 \ln^2 \alpha + \frac{1158.87}{10^9} - \frac{1620.17^2}{10^6} + \frac{794.84}{10^3} - 161.04 + 2.9992 \times 10^9 \]  

(3)

where \( T \) is the temperature in K.

3. Results

3.1. Annual Characteristics of IAE in Water Vapor

Here, we averaged the δD values during the daytime and nighttime from 2015 to 2020 to obtain a daily data series, and then averaged the daily data to acquire the annual δD. Usually, the water vapor depletes in D and 18O as the altitude increases [42]. According to the spatial distribution of δD at different heights (Figure 1), the height of 2950 m (Figure 1a) is more isotopically enriched than the height of 4220 m (Figure 1b), indicating the altitude effect of isotopes on a large scale. From a spatial perspective, δD in water vapor is usually more enriched at low latitudes, especially within 20°N and 20°S, with the most enriched area occurring in Africa. This spatial pattern of water vapor isotopes is generally consistent with our previous understanding of global precipitation isoscapes [43]. Figure 1c shows the average δD difference in water vapor, which is based on the distribution of the two layers. Generally, in the tropical regions, the water vapor isotopes at different layers are close, especially in the Amazons and the Malay Archipelago; this corresponds to strong convection and atmospheric mixing.

Compared to the annual mean of δD difference (Figure 1c), determining the frequency of IAE days in valid days, as shown in Figure 2, is more effective when aiming to examine the existence of the IAE. The results showed that the IAE was common on the daily scale, with a major concentration in North Africa, West and Central Asia, and North America, which is also consistent with previous studies using other satellite products [15]. In addition, we calculated the frequency of IAE days for the daytime and nighttime separately (Figure 3), and found that the IAE was more likely to occur during the daytime than during the nighttime. It is clear that the frequency of IAE days in valid days offers more information about the IAE than the difference between the two adjacent layers of δD on seasonal or annual scales, because the averages ignore the variability in the short-term presence of the IAE on a synoptic scale.
Figure 1. Spatial distribution of average δD in water vapor at 2950 m (a) and 4220 m (b), as well as the difference (c) during 2015–2020. Shaded areas denote altitudes higher than 2950 m.

Figure 2. Annual spatial distribution of frequency of IAE days in valid days during 2015–2020. Shaded areas denote altitudes higher than 2950 m.

Figure 3. Annual spatial distribution of frequency of IAE days in valid days during daytime (a) and nighttime (b) during 2015–2020. Shaded areas denote altitudes higher than 2950 m.

Figure 4. Seasonal distribution of frequency of IAE days in valid days during 2015–2020. The seasonal IAE is widely distributed, although there are obvious seasonal differences. The IAE in JJA is the most frequent, with a maximum frequency of more than 30%, and occurring mainly from North Africa to West and Central Asia, as well as North America. Compared to JJA, with warm conditions in the northern hemisphere, other seasons usually experience a less frequent IAE.
Figure 2. Annual spatial distribution of frequency of IAE days in valid days during 2015–2020. Shaded areas denote altitudes higher than 2950 m.

Figure 3. Annual spatial distribution of frequency of IAE days in valid days during daytime (a) and nighttime (b) during 2015–2020. Shaded areas denote altitudes higher than 2950 m.

3.2. Seasonal Characteristics of IAE in Water Vapor

Here, we focus on the frequency of IAE days in valid days for each season (Figure 4). The seasonal IAE is widely distributed, although there are obvious seasonal differences. The IAE in JJA is the most frequent, with a maximum frequency of more than 30%, and occurring mainly from North Africa to West and Central Asia, as well as North America. Compared to JJA, with warm conditions in the northern hemisphere, other seasons usually experience a less frequent IAE.

The daytime and nighttime data are provided in Figure 5. The IAE is widely spread in the daytime, involving parts of North Africa and Asia, and the frequency of the IAE during the daytime is as high as 30% or more in many areas. In contrast, the frequency of the IAE during the nighttime is much lower, and the area of occurrence is smaller, which means that the daytime contributes more to the IAE throughout the year. Overall, the IAE occurs more frequently during the daytime for each season, and the frequency of the IAE is usually higher in JJA than in other seasons.
The daytime and nighttime data are provided in Figure 5. The IAE is widely spread in the daytime, involving parts of North Africa and Asia, and the frequency of the IAE during the daytime is as high as 30% or more in many areas. In contrast, the frequency of the IAE during the nighttime is much lower, and the area of occurrence is smaller, which means that the daytime contributes more to the IAE throughout the year. Overall, the IAE occurs more frequently during the daytime for each season, and the frequency of the IAE is usually higher in JJA than in other seasons.

Figure 4. Spatial distributions of frequency of IAE days in valid days for each season ((a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c) SON, and (d) DJF) during 2015–2020.

Figure 4. Spatial distributions of frequency of IAE days in valid days for each season ((a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c) SON, and (d) DJF) during 2015–2020.
4. Discussion

4.1. Impact of Errors on IAE

The instrument error of the satellite sensor may have impacted the results when analyzing the spatial and temporal variability in the IAE on a global scale. This is because the positive sign of the difference in δD may have been incorporated with random errors in the measurements to some degree. Lacour et al. [34] found that the difference between the TES and IASA δD has a standard deviation of 40–45‰. In this paper, we calculated the mean δD errors of 10.15‰ and 11.57‰ for the heights of 2950 m and 4220 m, respectively; the sum of the two is 21.72‰. Then, we chose a threshold of 20‰, so that the IAE occurs when the δD of the height of 4220 m minus the δD of 2950 m is greater than 20‰. As the findings were consistent with the spatial distribution found in previous works using other satellites [15], this method of thresholding was determined to be suitable for this study.

We also tested the distribution of the IAE when 0‰ (Figure 6a) and 10‰ (Figure 6b) were used as the thresholds. Generally, the regions with a high frequency of the IAE in valid days were the same, as mentioned in the above sections. However, when the threshold was set as 0‰, the equatorial area from 10° S to 10° N also showed some relatively high values, indicating the high uncertainty of the satellite in low latitudes. According to the seasonal distributions (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2), the results were also similar to the text above. Generally, the smaller the threshold, the more extensive the IAE appeared. However, the high threshold may have ignored some weak differences in the isotopes in the water vapor, and thus more precise measurements and validation will be needed in the future.
atmospheric altitude, and the distance between the two strata was large enough that the mean kernels did not overlap.

4.2. Implications of Isotope Paleoaltimetry

As water vapor is a prerequisite substance for precipitation, the water vapor isotope composition directly affects the precipitation isotope composition. If the isotopic composition of the precipitation at the bottom of clouds follows equilibrium fractionation with ambient water vapor, we can estimate the precipitation isotopes at different heights. In this paper, we use the IASI-derived $\delta^18O$ and temperature data at different heights to calculate the isotopic values of precipitation through equilibrium fractionation (Figure 7). The seasonal distribution of the IAE of precipitation shows that the IAE exists in all seasons with a wider spatial domain in JJA. The precipitation IAE is more widely distributed than the water vapor IAE, indicating that the IAE in water vapor can be transferred to the IAE in precipitation. Compared to the reported IAE cases in precipitation [15], the potential spatial distribution of the IAE in this study is generally wide. Logically, the observed IAE should be in the mountainous area with a surface altitude gradient, so the theoretical distribution should be verified to the actual topography.

It should be noted that this is only a theoretical calculation considering equilibrium fractionation, and that the actual fractionation in the air may be more complex. Besides the moisture transport on a large scale, the local controlling cannot be ignored. The local factors of below-cloud evaporation and moisture recycling may also modify the altitude effect. For example, when the below-cloud evaporation is enhanced in arid high mountains [44], as in some plateaus in the Northwest Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, the IAE is likely to occur; when the recycling moisture is relatively strong, with isotopically depleted water sources at a low...
altitude, or relatively strong, with enriched water sources at a high altitude [21], this may also promote the IAE in mountainous regions. The system that sees water vapor turn to precipitation provides an additional perspective from which to understand atmospheric processes.

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of precipitation δD difference for each season ((a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c) SON, and (d) DJF) during 2015–2020.

The climate proxies of stable water isotopes are usually associated with precipitation, with spatial and temporal discontinuity, and the environmental information obtained from precipitation is assumed to be kept in tree rings, speleothems, ice cores and other proxies. Under a changing climate, precipitation extremes have been widely enhanced [45], and there has been an increase in the role of short-time strong precipitation, especially in arid conditions. Here, we showed the frequency of IAE days, instead of the annual or seasonal average IAE strength, which is more informative regarding the synoptic scales of precipitation. Regarding the implication of short-term atmospheric activities, especially the effect of precipitation extremes on isotope paleoaltimetry, the potential uncertainty of changing isotope and altitude gradients should be considered.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the frequency of the IAE in water vapor using the Interferometer for Atmospheric Sounding in the Troposphere Infrared (IASI), and analyzed the potential impact of the IAE on precipitation at a global scale. Comparing the averages, the frequency of the IAE provided more synoptic information about the IAE, and the spatial distribution was found to be large, especially in North America and from North Africa to Central Asia. Both the diurnal and seasonal variability in the IAE days were examined, and this phenomenon was more pronounced in the daytime and JJA. The spatial and temporal patterns of the IAE of water vapor were found to be associated with strong convection activity in warm periods, i.e., the daytime and summer. In addition, we analyzed the effect of different thresholds on the IAE, demonstrating that the smaller the threshold, the more widespread the occurrence of the IAE. Finally, we converted water vapor $\delta$D to precipitation $\delta$D via equilibrium fractionation and then examined the potential presence of the IAE in precipitation. The seasonal distribution of the IAE of precipitation showed that the IAE exists in all seasons, with a wider spatial domain in JJA. The precipitation IAE is more widely distributed than the water vapor IAE, indicating that the IAE in water vapor can be transferred to the IAE in precipitation. The potential uncertainty of the changing isotope and altitude gradient should be considered in paleo-altitude reconstructions.
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